Drip Trap is a mat made of corn stalks which captures oil, coolant, and other fluids that can drip from the aircraft. Drip Trap measures 20” x 20” and can absorb up to 6 quarts of oil. It won’t blow away, can be driven on, won’t tip over like a drip pan, and can be walked on without tracking the fluids on the hangar floor. Excellent for use with aircraft, cars, SUV’s, trucks, motorcycles and in shops. When Drip Trap is fully saturated just dispose of it and replace. Drip Trap is the environmentally friendly and economical way to capture and contain drips and spills.

**OIL SAVER FUNNEL**

The OIL-SAVER is simple in appearance, but a great deal of research has gone into its design. It consists of a basic rectangular funnel that’s molded to hold six inverted oil bottles, the contents of which gradually drain out and into the depository of choice -- usually another oil bottle, leaving the plastic bottles clean enough for recycling.

And with thousands of funnels already in use, they have proven to be versatile, practical tools that allow you to save money and recycle.

**Features:** Innovative, Customer Friendly, Multi-purpose Containment Residual Liquid Reclamation, Pro-active, Money-making Design, Exceeds Recycling Standards, Convenient Storage, Global Application, No Assembly Required, Green / Enables Consumer to Take Pre-emptive Steps to Protect the Environment.

---

**BOGERT AVIATION**

**ENGINE CESSNA OIL QUICK DRAIN STC**

Drip off oil in wind or shop with little clean up. Saves money on clean up, solvent, labor and parts. Oil goes into bucket without splashing or spilling. Made in the USA. No Assembly Required. Green / Enables Consumer to Take Pre-emptive Steps to Protect the Environment.

**VÁLLOVENCE V825 HIGH PERFORMANCE GEAR OIL**

Valvoline® High Performance Gear Oil is a thermally stable, extreme-pressure gear lubricant that withstands severe temperatures and shock loading while providing excellent anti- wear, anti-scuffing, and corrosion protection. Reduced charring in limited-slip differentials. Gear teeth wear protection from pitting and scaring. All hypoid differentials (conventional and limited slip) and manual transmissions in passenger cars, light trucks, sport utility vehicles, vans and heavy-duty trucks where an API- GLS or MT-1 fluid is specified. F/N 15-05983 ...................$11.65

---

**FUELING NOZZLE REPLACEMENT HANDLES**

Aviation Underwing Fueling Nozzle replacement handle. Colors available are black/red. UV-Fuel-Chemical resistant. Flame Retardant. Non marking. Exceeds FAA and Military Standards. -20°F TP 200°F Service integrity. (.440” length x open dia .650” x depth of 1.15”) dimensional tolerance +/-.010. Material Urethane rigid 80 shore A +/-.75 Single Black..........................P/N 08-13561 ..................$18.50 Single Red...........................P/N 08-13562 ..................$18.50 Set of Black........................P/N 08-13563 ..................$34.55 Set of Red..........................P/N 08-13564 ..................$34.50

---

**CANKY TURBINE OIL CAN OPENER**

The CanKey turbine oil can opener is a simple and inexpensive tool that will open turbine oil cans without the risk of debris entering the can. Using other tools to open the oil cans can lead to metal shaving and other FOD being left in the can which can lead to damage to engine parts. Eliminate this issue by using the CanKey.

P/N 08-13849 ....................$5.95

---

**TURBINE OIL / HYDRAULIC FLUID CAP DUST CUP**

Turbine oil / hydraulic fluid can dust cap. P/N 08-13837 ..........$1.50

---

**DISPOSABLE FOLDING OIL FUNNELS**

These disposable funnels are very popular among aircraft owners and pilots for adding engine oil. They store flat, clean and dry in a reclosable bag, and eliminate the messy cleaning when using a regular funnel. Also ideal for brake fluid, resins, and paints. Furnished in pack of 10 funnels.

**Model #** | **Color** | **Part No.** | **Price**
--- | --- | --- | ---
112 | Turquoise | 12-00374 | $8.50
415 | Red | 12-00375 | $10.70
428 | Black | 12-00376 | $10.70

---

**OIL DRAIN SYSTEMS**

**OIL DIP PAN**

The drip pan is 54-1/2” x 32-1/2” x 2” and is manufactured out of an extremely durable and chemical resistant plastic (high density polyethylene). While in color, our drip pan is neat and clean in appearance and allows for easy visual inspection and monitoring of any engine leaks. The size and design of the drip pan will collect virtually any leaking fluids and eliminate the need for five quart pails and other messy collection containers. It is also a convenient place to pour fuel samples. Specifically designed for general aviation.

P/N 08-06700 ..................$129.00

---

**DripPans USA Oil Absorbent Pads**

DripPansUSA Oil Absorbent Pads are made in the USA. 40% recycled polypropylene. Available in 6pk, 8pk and 12pk sizes.

---

**OIL DRAIN PANS**

These newly developed oil Drip Pans are designed to protect floors from those irritating drips of oil, fuel and hydraulic fluid. They are overlapping pans and have many other uses around the home and shop. DripPansUSA Oil Absorbent Pads are made in the USA. Available in 6pk, 8pk and 12pk sizes.

---

**CanKey Turbo Oil Can Opener**

The CanKey Turbo Oil Can Opener is a simple and inexpensive tool that will open turbine oil cans without the risk of debris entering the can. Using other tools to open the can can lead to metal shavings and other FOD being left in the can which can lead to damage to engine parts. Eliminate this issue by using the CanKey.

P/N 08-13569 ..................$5.95

---

**Finned Funnel**

Consists of a basic rectangular funnel that’s molded to hold six inverted oil bottles, the contents of which gradually drain out and into the depository of choice -- usually another oil bottle, leaving the plastic bottles clean enough for recycling.

**Features:** Innovative, Customer Friendly, Multi-purpose Containment Residual Liquid Reclamation, Pro-active, Money-making Design, Exceeds Recycling Standards, Convenient Storage, Global Application, No Assembly Required, Green / Enables Consumer to Take Pre-emptive Steps to Protect the Environment.

**Color** | **Part No.** | **Price**
--- | --- | ---
Red | 12-00374 | $12.95
Yellow | 08-07534 | $12.95
Green | 08-07356 | $12.95
Blue | 08-07364 | $12.95
White | 08-07537 | $12.95

---

**FUELING NOZZLE**

Aviation Underwing Fueling Nozzle replacement handle. Colors available are black/red. UV-Fuel-Chemical resistant. Flame Retardant. Non marking. Exceeds FAA and Military Standards. -20°F TP 200°F Service integrity. (.440” length x open dia .650” x depth of 1.15”) dimensional tolerance +/-.010. Material Urethane rigid 80 shore A +/-.75 Single Black..........................P/N 08-13561 ..................$18.50 Single Red...........................P/N 08-13562 ..................$18.50 Set of Black........................P/N 08-13563 ..................$34.55 Set of Red..........................P/N 08-13564 ..................$34.50

---

**FUEL DRAIN KIT**

For most airplanes a simple way to drain fuel to an approved canister. The OIL-SAVER is simple in appearance, but a great deal of research has gone into its design. It consists of a basic rectangular funnel that’s molded to hold six inverted oil bottles, the contents of which gradually drain out and into the depository of choice -- usually another oil bottle, leaving the plastic bottles clean enough for recycling.

**Features:** Innovative, Customer Friendly, Multi-purpose Containment Residual Liquid Reclamation, Pro-active, Money-making Design, Exceeds Recycling Standards, Convenient Storage, Global Application, No Assembly Required, Green / Enables Consumer to Take Pre-emptive Steps to Protect the Environment.

---

**OIL DRAIN SYSTEMS**

**OIL DIP PANS**

These newly developed oil Drip Pans are designed to protect floors from those irritating drips of oil, fuel and hydraulic fluid. They are overlapping pans and have many other uses around the home and shop. DripPansUSA Oil Absorbent Pads are made in the USA. Available in 6pk, 8pk and 12pk sizes. DripPansUSA Oil Absorbent Pads are made in the USA. Available in 6pk, 8pk and 12pk sizes.

---

**DripPans USA Oil Absorbent Pads**

DripPans USA Oil Absorbent Pads are made in the USA. 40% recycled polypropylene. Available in 6pk, 8pk and 12pk sizes.

---

**CLEAN FUNNEL™**

Clean Funnel™ is the funnel that keeps itself clean. Replacing the caps on the end of each pan after each use prevents left over fluid from dripping out, and keeps your work area or baggage compartment clean. No need to wipe your funnel out with a rag before reusing. Clean Funnel™ is ideal for use with fuel or oil as well as windshield washer fluid, detergents, anti-freeze, hydraulic fluid, and more. Great for aircraft, automobiles, motorcycles, tractors, boats, ATV’s snowmobiles, and more.

---

**DripPans USA Oil Absorbent Pads**

DripPansUSA Oil Absorbent Pads are made in the USA. 40% recycled polypropylene. Available in 6pk, 8pk and 12pk sizes. DripPansUSA Oil Absorbent Pads are made in the USA. Available in 6pk, 8pk and 12pk sizes.

---

**DISPOSABLE FOLDING OIL FUNNELS**

These disposable funnels are very popular among aircraft owners and pilots for adding engine oil. They store flat, clean and dry in a reclosable bag, and eliminate the messy cleaning when using a regular funnel. Also ideal for brake fluid, resins, and paints. Furnished in pack of 10 funnels.

---

**OIL DRAIN SYSTEMS**

**OIL DIP PAN**

The drip pan is 54-1/2” x 32-1/2” x 2” and is manufactured out of an extremely durable and chemical resistant plastic (high density polyethylene). While in color, our drip pan is neat and clean in appearance and allows for easy visual inspection and monitoring of any engine leaks. The size and design of the drip pan will collect virtually any leaking fluids and eliminate the need for five quart pails and other messy collection containers. It is also a convenient place to pour fuel samples. Specifically designed for general aviation.

P/N 08-06700 ..................$129.00